Because quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) gene expression data are compositional, amounts of quantified RNAs must be normalized using reference genes. However, the two most used methods to select reference genes (NormFinder and geNorm) ignore the compositional nature of RT-qPCR data, and often lead to different results making reliable reference genes selection difficult. We propose a method, based on all pairwise equivalence tests on ratio of gene expressions, to select genes that are stable enough to be used as reference genes among a set a candidate genes. This statistical procedure controls the error of selecting an inappropriate gene. Application to 30 candidate reference genes commonly used in human studies, assessed by RT-qPCR in RNA samples from lymphoblastoid cell lines of 14 control subjects and 26 patients with bipolar disorder, allowed to select 7 reference genes. This selection was consistent with geNorm's ranking, less with NormFinder's ranking. Our results provide an important fundamental basis for reference genes identification using sound statistics taking into account the compositional nature of RT-qPCR data. The method, implemented in the SARP.compo package for R (available on the CRAN), can be used more generally to prove that a set of genes shares a common expression pattern.
Comparison of gene expression levels among biological samples is used in a wide range of experimental conditions. The most popular method to quantify gene expression is quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR). This method offers several advantages: high sensitivity, relatively low cost of reagents and high adaptability to a wide range of experimental designs. However, like in most experiments performed to quantify the amounts of RNAs present in a sample, the total amount of RNA input is fixed in RT-qPCR. Because of this constraint, any change in the amount of a single RNA will necessarily translate into opposite changes on all other RNA levels i.e. the RNA amounts are compositional, and their sum equals a fixed amount. This implies that interpreting changes of one single gene expression without reference is impossible.
To overcome this limitation, in experiments designed to study the differential expression of a set of candidate genes between two, or more, conditions, "reference genes" (also known as control genes or housekeeping genes) are used to normalize the amounts of quantified RNAs. A reference gene is a gene whose expression is stable in all studied conditions. It would ideally have exactly the same expression level in all samples, with only measurement noise added. In practice, it is expected to have a very low variability of expression in each of the tested conditions, and an equal average level of expression between all tested conditions. Normalization using a single reference gene is risky as stated in the MIQE (Minimum Information for Publication of Quantitative Real-Time PCR Experiments) guidelines 1 . In addition, appropriate reference genes should not belong to the same pathway or the same gene family. We have recently published a method that allows to relax the assumptions on reference genes 2 . However, using reference genes, in a given experiment, might still help the interpretation of the results. Hence, selection of reference genes is a key procedure in the design of RT-qPCR experiments, especially in differential expression experiments. Such a selection assumes that one can assess that the expression level of a given reference gene does not change between the studied conditions. However, this is an impossible task with RT-qPCR data because of their compositional nature. To overcome this limitation, the underlying idea is that gene expressions that do change will not change all identically. Consequently, a large set of genes, which behave similarly, probably corresponds to genes whose expression is not modified between the conditions -an external information that is mandatory to allow interpretation of compositional data at the individual gene level.
Several methods have been proposed to select sets of genes that experience very similar changes between different experimental conditions. The two most frequently used are the geNorm 3 and the NormFinder 4 methods. Both methods rank the candidate reference genes by order of increased stability. However, there is no objective criterion to select the "best" reference genes in this ranking since there is no guarantee that the "best" gene, according to this ranking, is stable enough to be used as a reference gene. There is no guarantee either that the "worst" gene is indeed unusable, since ranking could be the simple reflect of experimental variability. Besides, the two methods often lead to different rankings 5-10 , with presently no clear justification to prefer one ranking or another.
This paper presents a new method that overcomes these limitations, ensuring that selected genes will be stable enough to be used as reference genes with a statistical procedure that controls the error of selecting an inappropriate gene. This procedure uses an equivalence test to prove the hypothesis that a given pair of genes experiences the same expression change in two different conditions. Haller et al. 11 give a detailed explanation on equivalence tests applied to reference gene selection. Briefly, an equivalence test is a statistical test for the null hypothesis that the unsigned difference between two values is higher than a predefined threshold, Δ 12, 13 . Hence, rejecting the null hypothesis allows concluding that the difference is smaller than Δ. It is typically used in bioequivalence studies to demonstrate that a generic treatment has the same properties than its princeps 14, 15 . The null hypothesis is rejected with a Type I error lower than 5% if the 90% confidence interval of the mean difference is completely included in the equivalence region, [−Δ, +Δ]. This occurs if both the real change is small, so that the confidence interval is centered on a value in this equivalence region, and the variability is small, so that the confidence interval is narrow enough to completely fit in the equivalence region 16 .
However, because of the compositional nature of the RT-qPCR data, equivalence tests (just as usual difference tests) cannot be performed on data for a single gene. To overcome this difficulty, the equivalence approach was coupled with the approach based on all pairwise ratios and subgraphs analysis previously developed 2 . Briefly, instead of considering a single candidate control gene, the ratio of two candidate genes expressions is considered. The equivalence of this ratio is then tested between the different experimental conditions. If the ratio does not change (the test is significant), both candidate genes share the same expression change between the conditions. The mathematical details of the underlying model are given in Supplementary Material. It should be stressed that, because of the compositional nature of the RT-qPCR data, no method can go further without using external information. All possible ratios are tested for equivalence, and a graph is built based on the following rules: (1) each node of the graph is one of the candidate genes; (2) two nodes are linked if, and only if, the equivalence test is significant. Last, the biggest subset of nodes that are all connected together (a "maximal clique" in graph theory) is selected as the set of reference genes. If several such cliques exist, their intersection defines this set.
To test the method, a set of 30 candidate reference genes commonly used in human studies was evaluated in lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) from healthy volunteers and patients with bipolar disorder. The selected set of reference genes was compared to the ranking obtained using the geNorm and NormFinder methods. Results were also compared to the individual genes experimental variability, either intra-assay variability or inter-individual variability in a given group of patients. Another example with 5 candidate reference genes is fully detailed as Supplementary File, as a tutorial on how to apply this method for routine labwork, along with an example R code.
Results
Intra-assay variability. Intra-assay (analytical) variability was defined as the standard deviation of the three technical replicates, for all genes and all patients. Results are presented on Fig. 1 . Such genes were considered as second choice reference genes, since such failures may prevent further data analysis; especially, gene HBB with 62.5% of all failures was considered as unusable as a reference gene. It was checked that the proposed method did not suggest this gene in the final selection. Figure 1 suggests that analytical variability was around 0.1 on the Cq scale at best, meaning that equivalence regions below this value (using Δ < 0.1) are unrealistic. It also illustrates that HBB and PGK1 genes have a much higher analytical variability than all others; consequently, the proposed method should not select these genes as reference genes. This higher analytical variability is likely related to lower RNAs amounts in the sample, translating into higher Cq; indeed, analytical variability increases with Cq, as expected ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
A few triplicates presented an abnormally high standard deviation (more than 1, and up to 13 for B2M in one patient). Most of these large standard deviations were tracked down to large outliers; in agreement with standard practice, such outliers were removed before technical replicates average. All further analyses were done on these averaged Cq.
Expression levels and variation in reference genes. The ranges (14.49 to 23.99), respectively. These results show that the expression levels of the 30 reference genes tested in LCLs from bipolar patients and control subjects varied significantly. We then screened for the best reference genes under these specific experimental conditions.
The inter-individual variability of the Cqs, in a given group, ranged from 0.31 (RPS17, controls) to 2.08 (CDKN1A, controls). This result suggests that equivalence regions narrower than ±0.3 will hardly detect reference genes and, conversely, that CDKN1A is not an acceptable reference gene because of its high inter-individual variability. Expression stability levels of reference genes using the equivalence tests procedure. For 30 genes, the cut-off for individual equivalence tests was p < 0.3 -that is; an edge between the nodes representing two genes is added if the equivalence test is significant with p < 0.3 -to ensure that the probability of seeing maximal cliques of more than two nodes is less than 0.05 if no such clique exists. The resulting graph is presented in Fig. 3C for the predefined equivalence region of [−0.5; +0.5]. Results with other equivalence regions are shown in Fig. 3A (Δ = 0.1, typical analytical variability), 3B (Δ = 0.3, inter-individual intra-group lowest variability), and 3D (Δ = 0.6). As expected, the larger Δ, the less stringent the constraint on what is called "similar variations", and the more equivalent genes are detected. For the most stringent Δ = 0.1 equivalence region, there is not a single connection: there is no pair of gene that has a low enough variability to prove that their differential expression change between controls and patients is smaller than 0.1. For the Δ = 0.3 equivalence region, two groups of connected nodes appear; the two maximal cliques contain 4 nodes and share three nodes: IPO8, PSMC4, and SDHA. For the predefined Δ = 0.5 equivalence region, there is a single connected subgraph, which includes 3 maximal cliques of 9 nodes each; their intersection contains 7 genes B2M, HPRT1, HSP90AB1, RPL30, RPS17, RPS18, and SDHA. All of these 7 genes are mutually equivalent, at the specified equivalence threshold, and are the most promising candidates as reference genes.
Even with the less stringent equivalence region, the single maximal clique contains only 12 of the 30 genes (the seven above, GUSB, IPO8, PPIA, PSMC4, and RPL13A). In addition, five genes (POP4, HBB, YWHAZ, RPLP0, and RPS18  IPO8  RPL13A  HSP90AB1  UBC  PSMC4  SDHA  HPRT1  HMBS  TFRC  PPIA  RPL30  GUSB  ACTB  LDHA  RPS17  GAPDH  PPIH  NONO  PUM1  HBB  G6PD  TBP  ALAS1  PGK1  CDKN1A  YWHAZ ALAS1  B2M  CDKN1A  G6PD  GAPDH  GUSB  HBB  HMBS  HPRT1  HSP90AB1  IPO8  LDHA  NONO  PGK1  POP4  PPIA  PPIH  PSMC4  PUM1  RPL13A  RPL30  RPLP0  RPS17  RPS18  SDHA  TBP  TFRC  UBC ALAS1  B2M  CDKN1A  G6PD  GAPDH  GUSB  HBB  HMBS  HPRT1  HSP90AB1  IPO8  LDHA  NONO  PGK1  POP4  PPIA  PPIH  PSMC4  PUM1  RPL13A  RPL30  RPLP0  RPS17  RPS18  SDHA  TBP  TFRC  UBC CDKN1A) appear isolated: they could not be associated with any other gene. This could result either from a regulation of their expression different from all other tested genes, or from a too high analytical or inter-individual variability. In both cases, these genes should be excluded as reference genes. Of note, amongst them are some of the genes excluded either for their large intra-assay (HBB) or inter-individual variability (CDKN1A). As shown Comparison with geNorm and NormFinder. The expression stability of the candidate genes was also analyzed using geNorm and NormFinder methods. The two methods give a different ranking ( Fig. 4 ), with the best three genes considered by geNorm (SDHA, HSP90AB1, HPRT1) being classified as candidates 5, 4, and 6 respectively by NormFinder; conversely, the best three genes according to NormFinder (PSMC4, PPIA, B2M) are classified as candidates 8, 5, and 4 respectively by geNorm. Regarding the comparison with the equivalence test procedure, the results also differ between geNorm and NormFinder, but the 7 best candidates include 4 (NormFinder) or 5 (geNorm) of our candidates. Of note, with Δ = 0.6, the 12 genes of the maximal clique are also the 12 best candidates according to the geNorm algorithm. The situation is not so clear for the NormFinder algorithm with the most stable genes according to the equivalence test procedure being scattered in the NormFinder ranking list, with RPS17 being proposed at the 15 th position only.
Discussion
Identification of suitable candidate reference genes is crucial for RT-qPCR analyses of gene expression. Several methods have been developed but they ignore the compositional nature of RT-qPCR data. We propose here an equivalence test procedure to select appropriate reference genes and illustrate it on a set of 30 reference genes commonly used in human studies and for which primers are commercially available. Detailed steps of the procedure are presented, on another dataset, in Supplementary Materials along with R code. The proposed equivalence test procedure has several advantages compared on other methods. First, it takes into account the compositional nature of RT-qPCR data. Due to the fixed amount of RNA input in the experiment any change in a given RNA amount modify the amount of all the other RNAs 2 . This problematic issue is overcome by testing for equivalence all possible ratios between pairs of candidate reference genes and linking together genes that behave similarly. Second, this method provides an easy to interpret result. In the built graph, the biggest subset of genes that are all connected together identifies the preferential set of reference genes. Another advantage is that this method clearly defines a threshold of acceptable expression stability. Obviously, more stringent this threshold is, less genes will be present in the final maximal clique. The example in this study is performed with Δ = 0.5. By varying this Δ value, genes will be added (if Δ is increased) or excluded (if Δ is decreased) from the candidate set. The order of genes exclusion could be used as a ranking of the genes. This ranking could however be partial, because the set could also be split in subparts of equal or unequal number of nodes, each part having more than one node.
Therefore, one of the difficulties is the minimal number of genes to be included in a clique in order to flag it as a potential clique of reference genes. Obviously, fixing a p < 0.3 threshold, individual edges between two nodes can appear randomly quite frequently, hence pairs of genes are not reliable indications of stable genes. However, the probability of having maximal cliques of increasing size vanishes quickly with randomly selected edges, since a maximal clique of size N implies that all N(N − 1)/2 edges are present -3 edges for 3 nodes, 6 for 4 nodes and so on. Hence, we suggest that maximal cliques of 4 or more candidate genes are reliable. This number depends on the edge creation threshold, which itself increases with the number of candidates. Hence, if only a few candidate genes are studied, the threshold will be lower than 0.3, and lower sized cliques may be used reliably. Hence, this method was used with an independent dataset of LCLs from 33 patients with bipolar disorder. In this dataset, five candidate reference genes were tested and the method identified a maximal clique of three reference genes appropriate to analyze gene expression modulations when comparing male and female patients (Supplementary Materials). SDHA  HPRT1  GUSB  UBC  IPO8  RPL30  GAPDH  RPL13A  HMBS  TBP  RPS18  RPS17  TFRC  ATCB  ALAS1  POP4  NONO  LDHA  PGK1  PUM1  PPIH  G6PD  CDKN1A HBB YWHAZ RPLP0 B Figure 4 . Comparison of candidate genes selection by the equivalence approach and the ranking given by the geNorm (A) and the NormFinder (B) methods. Genes are ranked in increasing stability from left to right. Reds dots are for genes selected (maximal cliques) by the equivalence method with Δ = 0.5; pink dots, for genes selected with Δ = 0.6.
Compared with other methods, our suggestion takes a different approach: instead of ranking genes, it tries to find sets of genes whose expression is equivalent between conditions. This allows first to objectivize what "no expression change" means, by defining the equivalence region (in the Cq scale), and second to alleviate the need of finding a cutoff in the ranking. However, one should expect that the sets found include the top genes ranked by other methods. Indeed, our method gives results that are, at least on this dataset, quite consistent with the geNorm ranking, less consistent with the NormFinder one. Interestingly, in the second dataset, the results obtained with the equivalence test method are in accordance with those obtained with both geNorm and Normfinder (Supplementary Materials). To understand this, the mathematical models underlying the three methods are given in Supplementary Materials, and compared . Briefly, the model underlying the NormFinder algorithm partially accounts for the compositional nature of the data, and assumes a contradictory hypothesis of centered Gaussian distribution for a parameter that should always be negative (see Supplementary Materials) . This may explain its difficulty to detect some candidates whose expression change is smallest than the selected threshold [-Δ, + Δ]. Compared to geNorm, our method offers a natural and objective way to select a set of reference genes, including proving that some of the candidate genes are indeed reference genes, and not only ranking them. Comparison with analytical and intra-group, inter-individual variabilities confirms that our method selects preferentially less variable candidate genes. Due to the compositional nature of RT-qPCR data, one however cannot asset that the change of these candidate genes between groups is indeed negligible, only that all these genes experience similar change of expression.
In the two examples used in this paper, equivalence test was performed based on the assumption that Cq are normally distributed. This assumption is not mandatory for the method: non-parametric equivalence tests exist (see Haller et al. 11 for a discussion about this issue) and could be used instead, as far as a p-value can be obtained. Furthermore, we stress that departure from normality in the Cq scale are most often due to asymmetric distributions, heavy tailed distributions or outliers. In each of these cases, the standard deviation will be increased, leading to wider confidence intervals that will difficulty fit in the equivalence region: this makes equivalence tests conservative when assuming a Gaussian distribution. This is even more true in case of outliers, that will additionally shift the mean farther from 0, hence outside the equivalence region, as observed on non-connected nodes when Δ is large in our example. conclusion This is, to our knowledge, the first study using equivalence tests to identify a set of reference genes for RT-qPCR expression studies. Application to gene expression in LCLs from control subjects and patients with bipolar disorder suggests that it can successfully select genes with the lowest expression variability. Comparisons show consistency with the geNorm method, and discrepancies with the NormFinder method. Our results provide an important fundamental basis for reference genes identification using sound statistics and taking into account the compositional nature of RT-qPCR data. The method is implemented in the SARP compo package for R (starting at version 0.1.0), available on the Comprehensive R Archive Network 17 . Beside reference gene identification, this method can be used to analyze differential expression data aiming to prove that a set of gene shares the same change in expression pattern − that is, a set of coexpressed genes.
Material and Methods
Population. The sample consisted of 26 patients with a diagnosis of bipolar disorder according to DSM-IV criteria and 14 controls from the previously described multicentric cohort GAN (Genetic Actigraphy and Neuropsychology, Clinical Trials Number NCT02627404) 18 . Details on the inclusion and exclusion criteria have been described previously 18 . Non-psychiatric controls subjects were recruited as volunteers and through a direct interview were screened for the absence of individual and family history of psychiatric illness. The study was approved by the Comité de protection des personnes from La Pitié-Salpétrière hospital (reference: P111002-IDRCB2008-AO1465-50) in Paris, France. All participants provided written informed consent prior to inclusion. All procedures involving these participants were performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and national committee, with relevant French regulations and guidelines, and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable standards.
Sample preparation. Lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs), established following standard procedures (Neitzel 1986), were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium containing 2 mM of L-glutamine and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies, France) in a 5% CO 2 humidified incubator at 37 °C. LCLs were seeded at 4 × 10 5 cells/ml. After 4 days cells were harvested for RNA isolation. Total RNA was extracted from 5 × 10 6 cells pellets using the miRNeasy Mini Kit according to the manufacturer's protocol (QIAGEN, France) and quantified with a NanoDrop One spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, France). Total RNA with a concentration > 50 ng/µl and absorbance ratios at 260/280 nm between 1.8 and 2.1, according to the MIQE guidelines, were stored at −80 °C until processing.
RT-qPCR measures. 1 µg of total RNA was reverse transcribed, in a final volume of 50 µl, using the iScript Reverse Transcription Supermix following the manufacturer's protocol (Bio-Rad laboratories, France) and incu-bated5 min at 25 °C, 20 min at 46 °C followed by 1 min at 95 °C. After reverse transcription, cDNA were stored at −20 °C. For reference genes selection we used the pre-plated 384 wells reference panel with 30 commonly used reference genes in human studies (Bio-Rad laboratories, France). SsoAvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad laboratories, France) was used for amplification following the manufacturer's instructions. The thermal cycling conditions were as follow: polymerase activation 95 °C 2 min, denaturation 95 °C 5 s, annealing extension 60 °C 30 s for 40 cycles. To verify the specificity of PCR products, a melting curve analysis step was performed: 65-95 °C with a 0.5 °C increment and 2-5 s/step. PCR reactions were carried out in triplicate using a 7900HT www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ instrument (Applied Biosystem). The data were analyzed using the SDS 2.4 software (Applied Biosystem). Baseline correction and threshold setting were performed using the automatic calculation offered by the same software. To eliminate atypical values, Cq values for a given sample were averaged; when their standard deviation was higher than 0.5 cycle the value showing the greatest deviation from the average was eliminated. In addition, when at least one of the replicates were detected after 32 cycles or not detected at all, the triplicate was labelled as "failed". Data analysis. All analyses were done on the Cq values, in the log scale using R version 3.5.1 and additional package SARP.compo version 0.0.9 2 . Algorithms for geNorm and NormFinder were rewrote in R and checked against the original software and their usual implementation in R. Results, expressed as mean Cq of triplicates, are available as an example dataset in the SARP.compo package, available on the Comprehensive R Archive network 17 . Raw, individual Cq values are available as Supplementary Material.
Equivalence tests procedure. The equivalence region was defined as [−Δ, +Δ] = [−0.5, +0.5], in the Cq scale. This means that any change lower than a 1.414 fold change (assuming a 100% efficiency of the amplification) was considered as biologically irrelevant. Confidence intervals were built assuming a Gaussian distribution of Cq values, with equal variance.
Based on this equivalence region, all pairwise ratios were tested and the graph built. To ensure a nominal 0.05 level for the rejection of the null hypothesis "all genes behave differently", the individual equivalence test rejection level was adjusted by simulation, according to the method previously published 2 . 10,000 simulations were done.
To check the influence of the equivalence region choice, the same approach was also used varying Δ. Especially, alternative values for Δ were selected according to the observed analytical and inter-individuals variabilities of the genes.
Data availability
The data of the thirteen candidate reference gene is included in the SARP.compo package, starting with version 0.1.0. An example on how to build a graph (for Δ = 0.5, a cutoff of p = 0.15 and 10 of the 30 genes) is given in the documentation page of the equiv.fpc function of the same package; this example can be adapted to reproduce the Fig. 3 of the paper by including the 30 genes and setting p = 0.30. This package is freely available on the CRAN website.
The data and the R source code for the tutorial given as Supplementary Material are also available as Supplementary Material.
